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Abstract

Hepatitis B is a DNA virus that infects liver cells and can cause both acute and chronic disease. It is believed that both viral
and host factors are responsible for determining whether the infection is cleared or becomes chronic. Here we investigate
the mechanism of protection by developing a mathematical model of the antibody response following hepatitis B virus
(HBV) infection. We fitted the model to data from seven infected adults identified during acute infection and determined
the ability of the virus to escape neutralization through overproduction of non-infectious subviral particles, which have HBs
proteins on their surface, but do not contain nucleocapsid protein and viral nucleic acids. We showed that viral clearance
can be achieved for high anti-HBV antibody levels, as in vaccinated individuals, when: (1) the rate of synthesis of hepatitis B
subviral particles is slow; (2) the rate of synthesis of hepatitis B subviral particles is high but either anti-HBV antibody
production is fast, the antibody affinity is high, or the levels of pre-existent HBV-specific antibody at the time of infection are
high, as could be attained by vaccination. We further showed that viral clearance can be achieved for low equilibrium anti-
HBV antibody levels, as in unvaccinated individuals, when a strong cellular immune response controls early infection.
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Introduction

Infection with hepatitis B virus (HBV) results in acute hepatitis

followed by recovery in 85%–95% of human adults [1]. Recovery

occurs when the organism mounts adequate immune responses

against the virus. Such responses include production of protective,

neutralizing antibodies against HBV surface antigen (HBsAg)

[2,3], activation of strong and diversified CD4 and CD8 T-cells

[4,2], expression of antiviral cytokines in the liver, such as gamma

interferon and tumor necrosis factor alpha [5,6,7,8], and

generation of cells that are protected from reinfection [9,10]. In

contrast, progression to chronic HBV infection occurs predomi-

nantly in immuno-compromised adults and in unvaccinated

infants [11]. Such individuals exhibit weak and inefficient humoral

and cellular immune responses, resulting in continual virus

replication and HBV surface antigenemia [12,4]. Little is known

about the relative contributions of different arms of the immune

system, especially the roles of neutralizing antibodies in the onset

and outcome of infection.

The antibody response to HBV infection is difficult to study

experimentally. Free antibody to surface antigen is not detected

until after the resolution of HBV infection [13]. However,

circulating immune complexes containing antibody and HBsAg

are found in both acute and chronic HBV infections, suggesting

that antibodies are produced much sooner than detected, and that

they might play a role in the pathology of the disease

[14,15,16,17]. HBsAg-specific antibodies have neutralizing prop-

erties and mediate protective immunity [16].

Infection with hepatitis B virus results in the synthesis of a large

number, probably of at least 1,000-fold, of ‘‘subviral particles’’

(SVPs) in relation to HBV particles [1,18]. SVPs, which are

produced by HBV infected cells, are particles that have HBV

proteins on their surface, but do not contain nucleocapsid protein

and viral nucleic acids and hence are non-infectious [19]. They

exist in two main forms: spheres 25 nm in diameter and filaments

22 nm in diameter with variable lengths [20,21,22,23]. The

reasons for their overproduction and their contribution to HBV

pathogenesis is still under investigation [24]. SVPs may influence

the way the host reacts to HBV infection. They may induce

tolerance during perinatal infection, thus delaying the rise of

neutralizing antibodies. Additionally, the excess of subviral

particles can serve as a decoy by adsorbing neutralizing antibodies

and therefore delay the clearance of infection.

In this paper, we aim to determine quantitative features of the

antibody responses to virus and subviral particles following HBV

infection. We build on basic chronic virus infection models

[25,26,27,28,29,30,31] and determine the antibody characteristics

that explain both the high peak and eventual viral clearance

observed during acute hepatitis B infections [8]. We show that

antibody responses can lead to viral clearance when the anti-HBV

levels are high, as in vaccinated patients, and: (1) the rate of synthesis

of hepatitis B subviral particles is slow; (2) the rate of synthesis of

hepatitis B subviral particles is high but either anti-HBV antibody

production is fast, the antibodies have high affinity, or the levels of

pre-existent HBV-specific antibody at the time of infection are high.

For lower anti-HBV antibody levels, as in unvaccinated patients,

both cellular and humoral responses are needed in concert to clear

acute HBV infection with the CD8 T cells controlling the initial

burst of replication and the antibodies preventing virus rebound.

The paper is structured as follows. In section Methods we develop
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the general model of antibody responses to viral and the subviral

particles. In section Analytical results we analyze it analytically using

asymptotic analysis techniques and in section Numerical results we

present numerical results and compare these to data of primary

HBV infection in humans, and present alternative models. We

conclude with a discussion.

Methods

Models of virus infection in the absence of antibody
responses

Standard mathematical models of viral infections consider

dynamics and relations among uninfected target cells (T ),

infected cells (I ), and virus (V ) [25,26,27,28,29]. Briefly, these

models assume that target cells T become infected at a rate

proportional to both the target cell concentration and the virus

concentration, i.e., at rate bTV . Infected cells are thus produced

at rate bTV and die at rate d (that includes immune system

mediated killing). Virus is produced by infected cells at rate p
and is cleared at rate c. These models have been adapted to

describe hepatitis B virus infection where the target population

is liver cells (hepatocytes) [30,25,31]. The model accounts for

the liver’s ability to regenerate following injury [32,33]. This

regeneration, accomplished by several cycles of hepatocyte

mitosis, is described by a logistic term with carrying capacity Tm

and maximal proliferation rate r [9,34]. Moreover, infected

hepatocytes can be cured [10] and move back into the target

population at rate r [30,31]. The dynamics of the system are

governed by the following equations

dT

dt
~rT(1{

TzI

Tm

){bVTzrI ,

dI

dt
~bVT{dI{rI ,

dV

dt
~pI{cV ,

ð1Þ

where for acute infection T(0)~Tmw0, I(0)~0 and

V (0)~V0w0. An analysis of this system predicts two outcomes

[35,36,37]. The infection dies out when

R0~
pbTm

c(dzr)
v1

and the infection takes off and leads to chronic hepatitis when

R0~
pbTm

c(dzr)
w1:

This simple system, which lacks any explicit immune

response, does not explain transient infections, where the liver

gets infected, i.e., R0w1, but the infection is eventually cleared,

presumably by the immune system. Clearance of HBV infection

occurs in 90% of adults infected with HBV [1]. While the role of

the cellular immune responses has been studied both theoret-

ically and experimentally [9,34,38,39], less is known about the

dynamics of the humoral immune response to HBV [40]. In the

following section we investigate antibody responses by modify-

ing system (1) to account for humoral immunity following HBV

infection.

A model of HBV infection including an antibody response
To include the antibody response, we generalize the model

given by Eq. (1) by considering seven populations, corresponding

to target cells (T ), which are mostly or exclusively uninfected

hepatocytes, productively infected cells (I ), free virus (V ), free

subviral particles (S), free antibody (A), virus-antibody complexes

(X ), and subviral particle-antibody complexes (XS ). Since hepa-

tocytes are in contact with the blood we assume, as above, that

their infection can be described by a well-mixed system. Further

investigation is needed to know whether spatial effects are

important in HBV infection. For hepatitis C virus (HCV)

infection, in which a much smaller fraction of cells become

infected, spatial clustering of infected cells has recently been

observed [41].

As in Eq. (1), we assumed that target cells are maintained

through homeostasis described by the logistic term with carrying

capacity Tm and maximum proliferation rate r, and become

infected at a rate proportional to both the target cell concentra-

tion and the virus concentration, i.e., at rate bTV . Infected cells

are thus produced at rate bTV and die at rate d (that includes

immune system mediated killing). Upon infection, virus and

subviral particles are produced at rates p and ph, and cleared at

rates c and cs, respectively. We neglect the curing of infected cells

by setting r~0. With this simplification the basic reproductive

number becomes R0~
pbTm

cd
.

Previous papers [42,43] have presented detailed models of B

lymphocyte proliferation and differentiation into plasmablast,

antibody producing plasma cells and memory cells after they

encounter antigen. For simplicity, we ignore the details of B-

lymphocyte dynamics and differentiation into antibody producing

cells and assume that free antibody (A), is produced at rate pA

proportional to the antigen load, i.e, the viral and subviral

concentrations, and is degraded at rate dA. Antibody is maintained

after virus is cleared through antigen-independent homeostatic

proliferation of memory B cells and long-lived plasma cells. In

order to model this in a simple way, we add a logistic term to the

antibody equation with maximum proliferation rate rA and

carrying capacity Am. We show (in section 4.3) that a model that

explicitly includes B cell dynamics has behavior similar to this

simpler model with antibody alone.

Antigen elimination is facilitated by the formation of antigen-

antibody complexes. We consider the reversible binding of free

anti-HBsAg antibody (A), to both free virus (V ), and subviral

particles (S), described by the reaction scheme

Author Summary

Hepatitis B vaccine induces life-long protection in vacci-
nated individuals. In the absence of vaccination, however,
hepatitis B virus can cause both self-limiting and chronic
disease. We investigate whether antibodies against hep-
atitis B play a role in virus clearance. We developed a
mathematical model that describes the production of
antibodies to both infectious virus and non-infectious
subviral particles (with hepatitis B surface proteins, but no
nucleic acids) and compared the model to patient data.
We predict that high levels of antibodies, either pre-
existing, as in vaccinated individuals, or through fast
expansion, can control the infection and lead to viral
clearance. However, when the antibody levels are more
similar to those observed in a clinical context, cellular
immune responses are needed to control the virus and
antibodies act only in late stages to aid in viral clearance.
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AzV

kp

km

X ,

AzS

ks
p

ks
m

XS,

ð2Þ

where X and XS are the complexes formed between antibody and

the viral and subviral particles, respectively. kp, ks
p are binding rate

constants, and km, ks
m are disassociation rate constants for antibody

reacting to viral and subviral particles, respectively. We consider

that complexes X and XS are degraded at a constant rates cAV and

cAS. Antibodies can also bind infected cells budding virus. In this

model we consider this to occur at a small rate and we neglect it.

Based on the scheme (2) and the assumptions above we

construct the following equations of virus-host interaction

dT

dt
~rT(1{

TzI

Tm

){bVT ,

dI

dt
~bVT{dI ,

dA

dt
~pA(VzS)zrAA(1{

A

Am

)z

kmX{kpAVzks
mXS{ks

pAS{dAA,

dX

dt
~{kmXzkpAV{cAV X ,

dXS

dt
~{ks

mXSzks
pAS{cASXS ,

dV

dt
~pI{cVzkmX{kpAV ,

dS

dt
~phI{cSSzks

mXS{ks
pAS,

ð3Þ

where T(0)~Tmw0, I(0)~0, A(0)~0, V (0)~V0w0, S(0)~0,

X (0)~0 and XS(0)~0. The total concentration of viral DNA is

described by

VT~VzX , ð4Þ

and the total concentration of anti-HBsAg antibody is given by

AT~AzXzXS: ð5Þ

Results

Analytical results
Quasi-equilibrium of subviral particles. Not much is

known about the differences in antibody response to viral and

subviral particles. Therefore, for simplicity and to gain analytical

insights into the model’s behavior, we assume that the antibody

association and disassociation rates and clearance rates are equal

for the viral and subviral particles and virus-antibody and subviral

particle-antibody complexes, i.e. km~ks
m, kp~ks

p, c~cS and

cAV~cAS . In section 4, we relax these simplifying assumptions.

From the equilibrium of the X and XS equations, we obtain that
V

S
~

X

XS

. Similarly, at equilibrium

dV

dt
z

dX

dt
~0[p I~cVzcAV X~

c
SX

XS

zcAV X~
X

XS

(cSzcAV XS) and

dS

dt
z

dXS

dt
~0[p I~

1

h
(cSzcAV XS),

ð6Þ

from which it follows that, at equilibrium the concentration of

subviral particles (free and bound) is proportional to the

concentration of the virus (free and bound), i.e. S~hV and

XS~hX . Assuming quasi-steady state between the subviral

particles and the free virus, we can incorporate these proportion-

alities into the system given by (3), reducing it to

dT

dt
~rT(1{

TzI

Tm

){bVT ,

dI

dt
~bVT{dI ,

dA

dt
~pA(1zh)VzrAA(1{

A

Am

)z

(1zh)kmX{(1zh)kpAV{dAA,

dX

dt
~{kmXzkpAV{cAV X ,

dV

dt
~p I{cVzkmX{kpAV ,

ð7Þ

where T(0)~Tmw0, I(0)~0, A(0)~0, V (0)~V0w0 and

X (0)~0. The 1zh terms are included to account for the

antibody binding to SVPs. We will refer to system (7) as the

antibody model.

Asymptotic analysis. We rewrite the terms on the right

hand side of system (7) describing antibody dynamics in the

absence of virus as follows:

rAA(1{
A

Am

){dAA~rAA(1{
A

C
), ð8Þ

where rA~rA{dA and C~Am(1{dA=rA) and study the long

term behavior of system (7).

We distinguish between different scenarios of hepatitis B

infection outcome (failure, exposure without establishment of

infection, cleared and chronic infections) based on the relative

parameter values. The system has the following non-negative

steady states

a. Infection cleared with liver failure in the absence of immune

response

S1~ �TT1, �II1, �AA1, �XX 1, �VV1

� �
~ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0ð Þ: ð9Þ

b. Infection cleared with liver failure in the presence of immune

response

S2~ �TT2, �II2, �AA2, �XX 2, �VV2

� �
~ 0, 0, C, 0, 0ð Þ: ð10Þ

Antibody Responses during HBV Infection
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c. No-infection steady state

S3~ �TT3, �II3, �AA3, �XX 3, �VV3

� �
~ Tm, 0, 0, 0, 0ð Þ: ð11Þ

d. Cleared infection steady state, in the presence of an immune

response

S4~ �TT4, �II4, �AA4, �XX 4, �VV4

� �
~ Tm, 0, C, 0, 0ð Þ: ð12Þ

e. Chronic infection steady states

S5~ �TT5, �II5, �AA5, �XX 5, �VV5

� �
: ð13Þ

with

a1
�AA3

5za2
�AA2

5za3
�AA5za4~0,

�TT5 ~
d

bp
(czj�AA5),

�VV5 ~
rA

�AA5(1{
�AA5
C )

(1zh)(j�AA5{pA)
~

r(1{
1

R0
(1z

j

c
�AA5))

bz r

pTm
(czj�AA5)

,

�II5 ~
(czj�AA5) �VV5

p
,

�XX5 ~
j

cAV

�AA5
�VV5,

ð14Þ

where

j~
cAV kp

cAVzkm

,

a1~rrAbj,

a2~rAb(pbTmzrc){rCj rAbzdj(1zh)ð Þ,

a3~rCjcd(R0{1)(1zh)z

C rdpAj(1zh){brA(pbTmzrc)ð Þ,

a4~rCpAcd(1zh)(1{R0):

ð15Þ

When R0w1 we have that a4v0. Therefore, since a1 w0, by

Decartes’ rule of signs, the polynomial in Eq. (14) can have one or

three positive roots. Since we require positivity for �VV5,

r(1{
1

R0
(1z

j

c
�AA5))w0, which is equivalent to

R0w1z
j

c
�AA5, ð16Þ

and to expression
rA

�AA5(1{
�AA5
C )

(1zh)(j�AA5{pA)
w0, which is satisfied when

minfC,
pA

j
gv�AA5v maxfC,

pA

j
g: ð17Þ

We cannot give definite conditions for when three roots emerge.

For each of the steady state solutions, S1 to S5, we can analyze

the local stability by studying the Jacobian matrix

J~

r(1{ 2TzI
Tm

){bV{l {r T
Tm

0 0 {bT

bV {d{l 0 0 bT

0 0 rA(1{ 2A
C ){(1zh)kpV{l (1zh)km (1zh)(pA{kpA)

0 0 kpV {km{cAV {l kpA

0 p {kpV km {c{kpA{l

0
BBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCA
:
ð18Þ

Proposition 1. The liver failure steady states S1 and S2 are
always unstable.

Proposition 2. The no-infection steady state S3 is always
unstable.

Proposition 3. The cleared infection steady state S4 is locally
asymptotically stable when

R0v1z
j

c
C, ð19Þ

and unstable otherwise.
Proof. The characteristic equation is given by

(lzr)(lzrA)(l3zb1l
2zb2lzb3)~0, ð20Þ

where

b1 ~czdzkpCzkmzcAV ,

b2 ~(cAV zkm)(czd)zcd(1{R0)z(dzcAV )kpC,

b3 ~(cAV zkm)cd(1{R0)zdcAV kpC:

ð21Þ

By Routh-Hurwitz conditions S4 is locally asymptotically stable

when b1 w0, b3w0, and b1b2{b3w0. This happens when

condition (19) holds. Conversely, when (19) fails S4 is unstable.

Finding explicit parameter values for the existence of chronic

steady states and studying their stability is possible, but tedious and

will not be presented here.

If R0w1z
j

c
C clearance cannot be attained. Instead either a locally

asymptotically stable chronic steady state or a limit cycle emerges

regardless of h, as we will illustrate numerically. If R0v1z
j

c
C and

�AA5wC then, from (16) and (17), the chronic steady state S5 does not

exist. Numerical results show that S4, which is locally asymptotically

stable under these conditions for all hw0, will attract all solutions.

Finally, when the cleared infection steady state is locally asymptotically

stable and the chronic steady state exists, i.e., when

1z
pA

c
v1z

j

c
�AA5vR0v1z

j

c
C, ð22Þ

we observe bistability of the cleared infection and chronic steady states

S4 and S5.

It is interesting to think of

Ra
0~R0{

j

c
C

as a new effective basic reproductive number giving the condition

for chronic infection in the presence of antibodies. Indeed, when

Ra
0w1 the infection is sustained (as a chronic locally asymptotically

stable steady state or a limit cycle). When Ra
0v1, however,

bistability between clearance and chronic steady states occurs

when (22) is satisfied.

(18)

Antibody Responses during HBV Infection
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In the next section we will investigate these types of behaviors

numerically.

Numerical results
Parameter values. After injury the liver can rapidly regener-

ate. We assume that during infection the maximum proliferation rate

for uninfected hepatocytes is r~1 d{1 [44], corresponding to

approximately a division every 16 hours. The total number of

hepatocytes in the liver, Tm, has been estimated at about 2|1011

[45], and assuming HBV can distribute throughout the 15 liters of

extracellular fluid in the average 70 kg person, we normalize the liver

cell population as done in previous models [9,46] so that we consider

the cells responsible for producing virus in one ml. Hence, we take

Tm~13:6|106 cells per ml. We use the estimates from earlier

studies for the viral clearance rate, c~0:67 d{1 [25,31]. We consider

the entire liver to be susceptible to infection, T0~Tm, no initial

infection I0~0 and an HBV inoculum of V0~0:33 virions per ml

[9]. Each virion contains one HBV DNA molecule and typically

HBV DNA per ml is measured as a surrogate for virions per ml.

The serum immunoglobulin IgG concentration in healthy adult

individuals ranges between 7–17 mg/ml [47,48]. We assume that

at most 10% of IgG levels are HBsAg-specific and thus set the

antibody carrying capacity to 1 mg/ml for the HBsAg-specific

antibody. The relative molecular mass of an IgG molecule is

150 kDa = 150,000 g/mol. Therefore there are a maximum of

A~
1g=l

150000g=mol
~6:7|10{6mole=l

~(6:7|10{6)|(6:023|1023)molecules=l

~4|1018molecules=l~4|1015molecules=ml:

ð23Þ

Hence, we set the HbsAg-specific antibody carrying capacity at

Am~4|1015 molecules per ml. Initially, we assume there are no free

or complexed HbsAg-specific antibodies present, i.e. A0~0 and

X0~0. The IgG subclasses that form immune complexes with

HBsAg have half-lives in blood of 21 days [49,50,51], corresponding

to an antibody removal rate dA~ ln (2)=9:7~0:033/day. We do not

know the antigen-dependent and -independent antibody growth rates

pA and rA which we estimate through data fitting. We take the virus-

antibody dissociation rate to be 10{4 per second, or approximately

km~10 d{1 [52]. The IgG affinity K~kp=km in a humoral

response frequently starts at 105 M{1 [53] and can become as high

as 108 M{1 [54]. For HBV, each virion can have ten to hundreds of

potential antibody binding sites and affinity maturation may occur.

Taking both effects into account can increase the functional affinity K

to 108 M{1. Therefore, the binding rate kp~K|km~109M{1/

day~10{12 ml per molecule per day. Below we also consider a

model where multiple antibodies can bind each virus particle. The

antibody-virus complex clearance rate is taken as four times higher

than the clearance of the virus, i.e, cAV ~4c~2:7 d{1, as has been

found for HIV-antibody complexes [55].

There is 100-fold to 100,000-fold excess of noninfectious subviral

particles, corresponding to h, relative to infectious particles [19]. We

assume that a healthy individual produces an excess of h~103

subviral particles. We estimate the remaining parameters

fb, d, p, pA, rAg by fitting V as given by the antibody model (7)

to data from HBV acute infections [56,9] and Table S1. The

infection dates for each patient were either known or estimated

previously [9,57]. We use the ‘fminsearch’ and ‘ode15s’ routines in

MATLAB R2012a (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). The

parameter values are presented in Tables 1 and 2. We then vary h,

rA, pA and A0 and investigate the results.

Virus dynamics. In the absence of antibody responses

R0~
pbTm

cd
w1, corresponding to established, chronic HBV infection

in model (1). We investigate how these dynamics change in the

presence of antibody and an excess of h~103 subviral particles.

We fitted V as given by the antibody model (7) to data from

seven individuals, who were identified in the acute stage of

infection during a single-source HBV outbreak (for details see

[56]). The results are presented in Fig. 1 and the best parameter

estimates for each patient are presented in Table 2. The model

matches the high viral peak observed during each patients’ acute

infection phase, and the biphasic viral decay from the peak.

Moreover, the best estimates predict that virus clearance (defined

as less than one virion in the body) occurs following infection in the

first six patients and does not occur in patient 7 (who is known to

have developed chronic infections). Although the model fits the

virus data, it predicts that free antibody levels are much higher

than those observed in unvaccinated patients. We will show in

section 4.4 how addition of a cell-mediated immune response

allows for viral clearance with lower antibody concentrations.

We did not find any correlation between R0 and the time to

clearance, however the fast clearance time noticed in patient 1

corresponds to a steep second phase viral decay due to a high loss

rate of infected cells, d. Conversely, patients 3 and 7, who have the

smallest d, experience the longest time until viral clearance and no

clearance, respectively.

The parameter estimates for the first six patients satisfy the

condition 1vR0v1z
j

c
C corresponding to asymptotic stability of

the cleared infection steady state. Moreover, if R0w1z
j

c
C the

cleared infection steady state becomes unstable and either a stable

chronic steady state or a limit cycle emerge (Fig. 2).

We next assume that all parameters values are fixed at the median

best fit values given in Table 2, which satisfy the clearance conditions

(19), and we investigate how the virus dynamics change when we vary

four bifurcation parameters: the constant of proportionality h, the

antigen-independent and -dependent antibody growth rates rA and

pA, and the initial antibody concentration A0. As h increases it

reaches a threshold value hc such that for hvhc virus is cleared and

the antibody reaches its carrying capacity C (Fig. 3). For hwhc a

chronic steady state value emerges which co-exists and is bistable with

the cleared infection steady state (Fig. 4). In the bistable parameter

space viral clearance is reached asymptotically when the antigen-

independent antibody growth rate rA is increased (see Fig. 5 left

panel) or when initial antibody levels are increased (see Fig. 5 right

panel). Similar results are obtained when the antigen-dependent

growth rate pA is increased (Fig. S1 in Text S1).

The antibody model (7) assumed that when one antibody binds

a virus with a certain avidity the virus will be neutralized. Since

HBV has multiple surface proteins, each of them can potentially

facilitate infection. This situation has been described in HIV viral

infection where even as little as one functional gp160 (surface

protein) may be sufficient to promote virus entry [58,59]. We

investigate the changes in the dynamics of model (7) if we

incorporate binding to multiple surface proteins into model (7) as

follows. Let V0 be the concentration of virus with with no antibody

bound and Vi be the concentration of virus with i surface antigens

bound by antibody, with i~0, 1, :::n, where we assume n is the

maximum number of antibodies that can simultaneously bind a

virion. When Vi encounters an antibody, A, there are n{i ways to

occupy one of its surface proteins and obtain a virion with iz1

Antibody Responses during HBV Infection
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occupied sites, Viz1. The reaction kinetics can be represented

schematically as follows

V0zA

nkp

1km

V1,

VizA

(n{i)kp

(iz1)km

Viz1,

Vn{1zA

1kp

nkm

Vn,

ð24Þ

where i~1, 2, :::, n{2. As before, kp is the rate constant for

binding between the antibody and a viral surface antigen and km is

the disassociation rate. We consider that the virus-antibody

complexes are cleared at a rate proportional to the number of

bound antibodies, i.e.,

cAV (i)~c(iz1), ð25Þ

or the effects of antibody binding on clearance saturate, i.e.,

cAV (i)~czc1
ih

ih
50zih

, ð26Þ

where h is a hill coefficient, c1 is the maximum increase in clearance

that can be obtained by antibody binding, and i50 is the number of

bound antibodies needed to generate a half-maximal effect. Moreover,

we assume that the virus-antibody complexes infectivity rates decrease

with the number of bound antibodies [58,60,61]. Lastly, the SVPs

with i surface antigens bound by antibody are proportional with the

virus with i bound antibodies, i.e. Si~hVi. System (7) becomes

dT

dt
~rT(1{

TzI

Tm

){T
Xn{1

i~0

b

iz1
Vi,

dI

dt
~T

Xn{1

i~0

b

iz1
Vi{dI ,

dA

dt
~pA(1zh)

Xn{1

i~0

VizrAA(1{
A

Am

){

dAAz(1zh)
Xn

i~1

ikmVi{(n{iz1)kpVi{1A
� �

,

dV0

dt
~pI{cVzkmV1{nkpV0A{cV0,

dVi

dt
~(iz1)kmViz1{(n{i)kpViA{ikmViz

(n{iz1)kpVi{1A{cAV (i)Vi,

dVn

dt
~kpVn{1A{nkmVn{cAV (n)Vn,

ð27Þ

Table 1. Variables, parameters and values used in simulations.

Variables

T Target cells T0~13:6|106 per ml

I Infected cells I0~0

A Free antibody molecules per ml (varies)

V Free virus V0~0:33 per ml

S Subviral particles -

X Virus-antibody complexes X0~0

XS Subviral particle-antibody complexes -

Parameters

r hepatocyte maximum proliferation rate 1 d{1

b infectivity rate constant ml d{1 (varies)

Tm hepatocyte carrying capacity 13:6|106 cells per ml

d infected cell killing rate d{1 (varies)

r cure rate 0

pA antibody production molecules d{1 (varies)

rA antigen-independent antibody growth rate d{1 (varies)

dA antibody degradation rate 0:033 d{1

Am antibody carrying capacity 4|1015 molecules per ml

kp antibody binding rate 10{12 ml d{1

km antibody dissociation rate 10 d{1

p virus production rate d{1 (varies)

c virus clearance rate 0:67 d{1

cAV complexes degradation rate 2:7 d{1

h subvirus:virus ratio varies

g antibody units conversion factor 2:7|10{16 mg/molecule

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003730.t001
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where i~1, 2, :::, n and the 1zh terms are included to account for

the antibody binding to SVPs. The total HBV virus is

VT~V0z
Xn

i~1
Vi, the total immune complexes is

X~
Xn

i~1
Vi and the total antibody is AT~Az

(1zh)
Xn

i~1
i Vi. We will refer to system (27) as the multivalent

binding model.

It has been reported that quasispherical SVP contain 48 HBsAg

dimers [23] and we assumed that virions have the same HBsAg

numbers. We compared the dynamics of virus and antibody-virus

complexes as given by the multivalent binding model (27) for n~1,

n~50 and cAV (i) given by (25) or (26) with c1~3c, h~1 and

i50~n=2. To preserve the avidity of the antibody we normalize the

binding and unbinding parameters so that nkp=km is constant. For

n~50 we assume kp~2|10{14 and km~10. Numerical results

show that the exponential growth to the peak and the rates of first

and second phase decay of both virus and total virus-antibody

complexes are similar regardless of n (Fig. 6). However, the overall

levels of free virus and total antigen-antibody complexes during

the second phase decay decrease for high n due to faster clearance

of immune complexes for both forms of cAV (i) (Fig. 6).

Antibody dynamics. We investigated the dynamics of free

antibodies, virus-antibody and subviral particle-antibody com-

plexes for the antibody model (7) and the median parameter values

given in Tables 1 and 2 and various values of h, rA, pA and A0. We

present antibody concentrations in mg per ml by multiplying the

antibody values obtained in simulations by a factor

g~2:7|10{16 which transforms molecules/ml to mg/ml, and

takes into account the molecular weight of IgG.

To understand the role of subviral particles, we first examine system

(7)’s dynamics when the ratio of subviral particles to virus is h~103 and

the clearance condition (19) holds. As shown in Fig. 7, left panel, the

HBsAg-specific antibody concentration is small, 1:14|10{6 mg/ml

at day 82, when the virus is at its maximum. Antibody concentration

continued to increase and reached its carrying capacity of 1 mg/ml

two months after the virus peak, which is higher than reported in

unvaccinated patients (Fig. 7 left panel).

When h~105
whc bistable dynamics emerge. When there are no

pre-existing antibodies, A0~0, the antibody is inefficient in

controlling the virus. Even though free antibodies reach a maximum

value of 1:17|10{7 mg/ml three weeks before the viral peak, this

equilibrium value is seven-order magnitude smaller than the antibody

carrying capacity. This reduction in free antibody is due to the

presence of subviral particles, which bind antibody and are rapidly

cleared. Because of low antibody concentration and the rapid

clearance of subviral particles the peak concentrations of virus-

antibody and subviral particle-antibody complexes are also small, i.e.,
7:5|10{13 and 7:5|10{8 mg/ml, respectively (Fig. 7 middle

panel), below the antibody’s limit of detection of 0:1 ng/ml [62].

Moreover, virus clearance does not occur because the high level of

subviral particles serve as a decoy binding the initially low number of

antibodies. This leaves a window of opportunity for viral persistence.

When h~105
whc and A0~2|104 molecules/ml (5:4|

10{12 mg/ml) we recover the same dynamics for virus,

antibody and virus-antibody complexes as seen in the h~103

case together with subviral particle-antibody complexes levels

five orders of magnitude higher than those of virus-antibody

complexes (Fig. 7 right panel).

The antibody model (7) assumed that B-cell priming by the

virus is followed by an antigen-independent antibody expan-

sion with a maximum per capita growth rate rA. This was one

of the parameters that we fitted to the data and obtained

estimates ranging between 0:26 d{1 and 0:46 d{1. To deter-

mine how the dynamics of the antibody model (7) change if we

vary rA, we kept all the other parameters fixed at the median

values in Tables 1 and 2 and assumed h~103 and A0~0.

As seen in Fig. 8, the virus is cleared when the antibody

growth rate rA is high. However, as rA decreases the time to

viral clearance increases until, eventually, the virus cannot be

controlled and chronic infection occurs (Fig. 8, dotted lines).

The chronicity can be reversed when the initial antibody level

is increased (Fig. 9, right panel), as occurs after vaccination.

Similar dynamics are seen when the antigen-dependent

antibody growth rate pA is varied.

We assumed that the antibody parameters pA and rA are

unknown. By calculating the relative sensitivity equations with

respect to pA and rA [63], we find that the effects of pA and rA on the

virus, antibody and virus-antibody complexes are proportional at

each time point (Fig. S3 in Text S1). Therefore fixing one and fitting

the other will preserve virus-antibody dynamics. The combined

effects of rA and pA on the virus steady state are presented in Fig. S1

in Text S1. Moreover, the model long-term’s outcomes do not

Table 2. Parameter best estimates.

Patient b|10{10 p d rA pA|10{5 RSS

1 0.953 297 0.1538 0.4242 0.1 4.8

2 11.1 43.5 0.061 0.4656 0.7 3.5

3 18.2 12.4 0.018 0.2672 9 3.5

4 8.8 26.4 0.064 0.288 520 3

5 6.1 42.5 0.049 0.3578 10 2

6 5.87 28.5 0.043 0.29 1.16 8.1

7 2 113 0.0000998 0.4623 0.41 6.1

median 6.1 42.5 0.049 0.358 1.16 -

average 7.57 80.5 0.056 0.365 77.3 -

stdev 5.87 101 0.049 0.085 195 -

The parameter units are as described in Table 1.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003730.t002
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change when the antibody affinity K~kp=km is constant, but the

relative kp and km values vary within reasonable ranges (not shown).

Because rA is a surrogate for the B cell growth rate and is

also an important parameter in determining whether viral

clearance or chronicity occurs, we investigated the changes in

our results when we expand the antibody model (7) to include

the dynamics of activated (B) and memory (M ) B cells. We

assume that activated B cells expand at rate pB proportional to

viral and subviral concentrations, die at rate dB, and become

memory cells at rate a. Memory cells are maintained through

antigen-independent homeostatic proliferation with a maxi-

mum difference between proliferation and loss rate rM , and

Figure 2. Dynamics of V as given by model (7) when the cleared infection condition (19) fails. Parameter values are as in Table 1 and

Am~4|1012 molecules per ml, h~103 , b~6:1|10{10 ml per virus per day, d~0:0494 d{1 , rA~0:358 d{1, pA~1:16|10{5molecules d{1 , p~42:5
per infected cell per day (panel a); p~300 per infected cell per day (panel b).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003730.g002

Figure 1. The best fit of V as given by model (7) (solid lines) to patient data (.). Best parameter estimates are presented in Table 2. The
other parameters are as in Table 1.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003730.g001
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Figure 3. Free antibody at steady state as given by model (7) as a function of h. The other parameters are as Tables 1 and 2 (median
values). Note that for hv3000, the antibody reaches its carrying capacity C. For hw3000 the infection is not cleared and the maximum antibody value
is less than the carrying capacity C.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003730.g003

Figure 4. Stable steady state solutions for V as given by model (7) as a function of h. The other parameters are as in Tables 1 and 2
(median values). Notice bistability between the chronic and the cleared infection steady states occurs when hwhc~3:1|103 . The cleared infection
steady state is reached for all h when A0~108 molecules per ml.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003730.g004
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carrying capacity Mm. Antibody is produced at rates sB and sM

by naive and memory B cells, respectively and is eliminated at

rate dA. The virus-antibody complex formation is identical to

that of model (7). The expanded model (called the B cell

activation model),

dT

dt
~rT(1{ TzI

Tm
){bVT ,

dI

dt
~bVT{dI ,

dB

dt
~pB(1zh)V{dBB{aB,

dM

dt
~aBzrM M(1{

M

Mm

),

dA

dt
~sBBzsMMz(1zh)kmX{(1zh)kpAV{dAA,

dX

dt
~{kmXzkpAV{cAV X ,

dV

dt
~p I{cVzkmX{kpAV ,

ð28Þ

has essentially the same dynamics as the antibody model (7).

Indeed, viral clearance occurs when

R0v1z
j

c

rMMm

dA

: ð29Þ

Moreover, bistability between the cleared and the

chronic infection steady states emerges when h is high and

virus clearance occurs when initial antibody levels A0 or

antibody production rates sB and sM are increased (not

shown).

Model of combined antibody and cellular immune

responses. In our study of the antibody model (7) and its

variants, we found that we can describe the data, including the

transient nature of primary HBV infection, by the effect of

antibodies. However, in every case, a large concentration of

antibodies was needed relatively early, reflected for example in a

high initial level (A0), a fast growth rate (rA) of antibodies, a high

affinity (KA~kp=km), or a high antibody carrying capacity (Am).

But in clinical practice, antibodies are not detectable until the

virus is well on its way to being cleared. Thus, it is possible that

another mechanism of control needs to be included. We now

investigate this by expanding model (7) to include the effects of

effector CD8 T-cells (E), along the lines of our previous work

[9].

We assume that in the absence of infection there is a basal

level of HBV-specific immune effector cells given by sE=dE ,

where sE are CD8 T cells specific for HBV-infected cells and

1=dE is their average lifespan. Upon encounter with antigen

CD8 T cells are activated, clonally expand, and differentiate

into true effector cells at rate aE . We assume that there is a

time delay, t, between antigen encounter and effector cell

expansion as in [9]. Infected cells can be killed by the immune

response at a rate of mE per cell. The new CD8-antibody

model is

Figure 5. Free virus dynamics as given by model (7) and parameters in Tables 1 and 2 (median values): The asymptotically stable
cleared infection steady state is approached for h~103 (red line, both panels); bistable dynamics is observed for h~104 with (left panel): Viral

clearance for rA~0:49 d{1 and A0~0 (dashed blue line) and viral persistence for rA~0:358 d{1 and A0~0 (solid blue line); (right panel): Viral

clearance is observed for rA~0:358 d{1 and A0~103 molecules per ml (dashed blue line) and viral persistence for rA~0:358 d{1 and A0~0
molecules per ml (solid blue line).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003730.g005
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Figure 6. Free virus V0 (solid lines) and total complexes
Xn

i~1
Vi (dashed lines) as given by model (27) for n~1, n~50, cAV (i) given

by (25) (black and magenta lines) and cAV (i) given by (26) with c1 ~ 3c, h~1 and i50~n=2 (red and blue lines). The binding and
unbinding rates are normalized so that nkp=km is constant. The other parameters are as in Tables 1 and 2 (median values).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003730.g006

Figure 7. Free antibody (red lines), virus-antibody complexes (solid blue lines) and subviral particles-antibody complexes (dashed
blue lines) in mg/ml as given by model (7) and parameters in Tables 1 and 2 (median values) for h~103, A0~0, rA~0:358 d{1 (left

panel); h~105, A0~0 mg/ml, rA~0:358 d{1 (middle panel); h~105, A0~ 2|104g mg/ml, rA~ 0:358 d{1 (right panel). The dotted black line
represents the antibody limit of detection of 0:1 ng/ml and g~2:7|10{16 is the factor transforming the units from molecules/ml to mg/ml.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003730.g007
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Figure 8. Free virus per ml (left panel); free antibody (red lines) and virus-antibody complexes (blue lines) in mg/ml (right panel) for

rA~0:358 d{1 (solid lines); rA~0:16 d{1 (dashed lines) and rA~0:06 d{1 (dotted lines). The other parameters are as Tables 1 and 2 (median
values).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003730.g008

Figure 9. Stable steady state solutions for free virus, V, as given by model (7), for h~103 as a function of rA when A0~0 (left panel),

and A0 when rA~0:04167 d{1 (right panel). The other parameters are as in Tables 1 and 2 (median values).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003730.g009
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dT

dt
~rT(1{

TzI

Tm

){bVT ,

dI

dt
~bVT{dI{mIE,

dA

dt
~pA(1zh)VzrAA(1{

A

Am

)z

(1zh)kmX{(1zh)kpAV{dAA,

dX

dt
~{kmXzkpAV{cAV X ,

dV

dt
~pI{cVzkmX{kpAV ,

dE

dt
~sE{dEEzaEI(t{t)E(t{t),

ð30Þ

with E(0)~sE=dE , sE~30 cells per day, dE~0:5 per day and

aE~2:2|10{7 per infected cells per day as in [9]. Moreover,

we assume that the free and bound virus is cleared at rates

c~1:67 and cAV ~4c per day. The antibody binding rate is

kp~10{10 per molecules per day, two-fold higher than in the

antibody model (7) and the antibody carrying capacity

Am~4|1011 is four-fold lower than in the antibody model

(7). This allows for a higher antibody affinity that can control

the infection even at low equilibrium antibody levels. As

before, a healthy individual produces an excess of h~103

subviral particles. We assume that the delay in the expansion of

effector cells is kept at values given in [9], i.e.,
tpatienti

~f15:2, 19:6, 29, 34:4, 16:8, 29:7, 33:4g, i~1, :::, 7, and

estimate the remaining parameters fb, d, p, pA, rA, mg by fitting V to

data from HBV acute infections [56,9]. The estimates are presented in

Table 3 and the free virus and free antibody are presented in Fig. 10

(red and green lines, respectively). We note that due to the complexity

of the CD8-antibody model, the estimates obtained (with Matlab’s

‘fminsearch’, as before) are consistent with the data, but we do not

claim a unique solution, since for example we fixed many of the

parameters as described.

In the CD8-antibody model, the cellular immune responses are

responsible for the initial virus decay and antibodies that bind

virus with high affinity, K~kp=km~10{11 molecules per mL

(1010 M{1) control the second phase decay and prevent virus

rebound (Fig. 10 red lines, first six patients). This result holds even

though the overall antibody level is small, with free antibody

growing above the limit of detection 90{172 days after infection

and reaching an equilibrium of 10{4 mg per mL, four-fold lower

than in model (7) (Fig. 10 green lines, first six patients).

When both the antibody production rate, pA, and the CD8 T

cell killing rate, m, are small (97:7 and 75:5 times smaller than the

average values among the patients), model (30) predicts virus

rebound (Fig. 10 red line, patient 7) and low levels of free antibody

(Fig. 10 green line, patient 7).

Therefore, virus clearance can be obtained for high equilibrium

antibody levels alone, or for low equilibrium antibody levels

combined with a potent cellular immune response.

Discussion

We developed a set of mathematical models of the antibody

response to hepatitis B viral infection and tested whether viral

clearance is possible in the presence of an excess number of
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subviral particles. Subviral particles are non-infectious but

have HBsAg on their surface and thus bind anti-HBV

antibody. If they bind enough anti-HBV antibody they have

the potential to counter the antibody response. We used the

models and data from seven acutely infected patients to

determine important parameters that describe virus and

antibody dynamics.

Models of HIV have considered the antibody’s effect on virus

indirectly by modeling opsonization through enhanced viral

clearance and neutralization through decreased virus infectivity

[64,65]. Others considered in detail the interaction between virus

and antibody that leads to complex formation [64]. Here, for the

case of HBV, we modeled complex formation between antibody

and both viral and subviral particles. This antibody model

suggests that viral clearance is highly dependent on the

characteristics of the antibody response: equilibrium antibody

level, affinity, antigen-dependent and -independent antibody

growth rates.

The antibody model (7) predicts that, for the same antibody

dynamics, virus clearance can occur for low SVP:virus ratios but

not for high SVP:virus ratios. However, viral clearance can be

achieved regardless of the SVP:virus ratio if enough HBsAg-

specific antibody is present at the time of infection or the antigen-

dependent/-independent antibody growth rate is high enough. If

we consider, as in clinical observations, that a healthy individual

who produces an excess of h~103-particles very likely clears the

infection, than virus clearance occurs in the absence of pre-existent

antibody when the antibody population’s doubling time is faster

than 4:6 days (Fig. 9 left panel). Moreover, the virus can still be

cleared for slow antibody expansion if vaccine induced antibodies

are present at the time of infection [66]. It is thought that following

hepatitis B vaccination and boosting, patients with anti-HBsAg

levels of 10 mIU/ml (8:5|10{4 mg/ml) or higher are protected

from infection [67,68,69]. In our study, if we assume an antibody

population’s doubling time of 16.6 days, the presence of HBsAg-

specific antibody levels higher than A0~8:5|10{4 mg/ml leads

to virus clearance (Fig. 9 right panel).

We assumed that the antibody’s carrying capacity is fixed at the

maximum antibody levels observed after vaccination and boosting.

Moreover, we assumed that the initial inoculum is low and fixed

among all patients. Under these conditions we obtained virus

clearance in the absence of pre-existent antibody in six out of

seven patients. The predicted antibody levels needed for clearance,

however, are higher than observed clinically in unvaccinated

individuals, where free antibodies are usually only detected after

HBV is nearly cleared. If the predicted free antibody levels are

decreased substantially (through decrease of activation parameters

rA and pA or through decrease of the carrying capacity Am) then

pre-existent antibodies are required for protection (Figs. S1 and S2

in Text S1).

The antibody model (7) predicts that more than 45% of

hepatocytes are infected at the peak of acute infection, lower than

previously estimated [9]. These cells are replaced through

homeostasis and the maximum liver loss at any one time ranges

between 2 { 68%. The length of time the continuous liver death

and replacement occurs is dependent on the antibody dynamics,

such as the antigen-dependent and -independent growth rates rA

and pA, and the initial values, A0. Rapid liver cell turnover can

lead to accumulation of mutations in the host genome that could

result in genetic alterations, chromosomal rearrangements, acti-

vation of oncogenes, inactivation of tumor suppressor genes, and

ultimately to hepatocellular carcinoma as seen in many patients

with chronic hepatitis [70].

Model (7) assumed that one antibody is sufficient to neutralize a

virion. We relaxed this assumption by developing a multivalent

model (27) that accounted for multiple binding events. We tested

whether the observed dynamics change when multiple antibodies

bind a virion and consequently lower virus infectivity and/or

enhance virus clearance. We found that such antiviral activity has

an effect on the size (but not the shape) of free and bound virus

Figure 10. The viral load (red lines) and free antibody (green lines) predicted by model (30). The dotted line represents the antibody limit
of detection of 0:1 ng per mL. Best parameter estimates are presented in Table 3. kp~10{10 per molecule per day, Am~4|1011 molecules per mL,
c~1:67 per day, cAV ~4c per day and the other parameters are as in Table 1. Patient data is represented by blue symbols.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003730.g010
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during the second phase decay but not on viral peak (Fig. 6).

Another antiviral response that we tested was the effect of

increasing the ratio between the clearance of immune complexes

and that of free virus. Originally we assumed that the immune

complexes are cleared four times faster than the free virus, as in

HIV [55]. In the virus clearance region, an increase in this ratio

led to the decrease of free virus during the second phase decay

(Fig. S4 in Text S1).

An unresolved issue is whether the assay used to measure

patients HBV levels (the Amplicor HBV Monitor Test [57])

measures only free virus, as we assumed, or both HBV DNA in

free virus and immune complexes. In this regard, the patient HBV

DNA was recovered from serum samples by a chemical

denaturant method [56], which has lower yield than techniques

that use both chemical methods and proteolytic enzymes [71]. The

latter should be more efficient at breaking apart virus-antibody

complexes.

We compared the estimates for the other parameters with those

from our previous hepatitis B study that used the same patient data

[9]. We found that the median infectivity rate is higher, and the

viral production rate is smaller in the antibody model (7). Our best

estimates predict viral clearance in the first six patients and viral

persistence in patient 7. This is consistent with clinical results

which report that patient 7 was immunosuppressed and developed

chronic disease. Data fitting shows that he has the lowest infected

cell clearance rates. The antibody model (7) shows that in order for

the virus to be cleared this patient would need to have one or a

combination of the following: (1) low subviral particles production

together with a high pre-existing antibody level; (2) antibody of

high affinity; (3) high antigen-dependent and/or -independent

antibody growth; (4) increased clearance of virus-antibody

complexes; (5) increased loss of infected cells.

One important finding was that to obtain clearance of HBV, as

observed in patients 1 to 6 and a majority of acutely infected

adults, one needs high levels of antibody, higher than usually

found in clinical observation. An alternative hypothesis for the

effect of antibody is that they help clear the infection, once cellular

immunity controls the initial burst of replication. The CD8-

antibody model shows that cytotoxic effects lead to the initial viral

control, and antibodies prevent re-infection. Previously, we had

shown that a refractory/immune state of target cells could

preserve the integrity of the liver while preventing re-infection

[9]. Here we argue that antibodies could have a similar effect, with

dynamics compatible with the observed levels and timing of

antibodies in patients. Which of these effects is dominant, or if

potentially both contribute to control of infection, needs further

experimental studies.

One limitation of model (30) is that, for patients 2 to 7, killing of

infected hepatocytes by CD8 T cells leads to more than 85% liver

loss. Therefore non-cytotoxic CD8 T cells effects leading to

infected cells being cured and refractory to reinfection are needed

to preserve liver integrity.

In summary, we have developed a set of models of hepatitis B

infection that give insight into the opposing roles of antibody and

subviral particles in the resolution of acute HBV infection. In

particular, we showed that even when the virus produces a large

number of subviral particles, as a decoy against antibody

protection, viral clearance can still be achieved when pre-existing

immunity induced through vaccination or cross immunity leads to

the presence of high antibody levels early in infection. However, in

individuals with low initial antibody levels, as in most unvaccinat-

ed individuals and in individuals without prior exposure to HBV,

antibodies could have more of a mop up function, clearing the

infection and preventing viral resurgence after a cellular immune

response controls the initial infection.

Supporting Information

Code S1 Sample of code used to fit model (7) to the data.

(DOCX)

Figure S1 Stable steady state solutions for free virus, V , as given

by model (7), as a function of rA and pA for h~103, A0~0. The

other parameters are as Tables 1 and 2 (median values).

(EPS)

Figure S2 Stable steady state solutions for free virus, V , as given

by model (7), as a function of h and Am for h~103, A0~0. The

other parameters are as in Tables 1 and 2 (median values).

(EPS)

Figure S3 The relative sensitive curves q
dZ

dq
for q~pA (red lines)

and q~rA (blue lines) and Z~V (left panel), Z~A (middle

panel), Z~X (right panel). The parameters are as in Tables 1 and

2 (median values).

(EPS)

Figure S4 Free virus dynamics as given by model (7) for

cAV ~4c (solid line), cAV~10c (dashed line) and cAV~150c

(dotted line). h~103, A0~0, rA~0:5, and the other parameters

are as Tables 1 and 2 (median values).

(EPS)

Text S1 Supplementary information.

(PDF)
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